I recognise the need to help people when they are hurt – Adam
I recognise that it is important to do my work – Connar
I recognise that it is important to have lovely manners – Cooba
I recognise that people should make the right decisions – Jacob
I recognise that everyone should be nice to each other – Rianna
I recognise that it is important to listen to the teacher – Aina
I recognise that it is important to be good when you have a new teacher – Samuel
I recognise all the lovely things that Mrs Van Vliet does for 2/3 V – Teagan
I recognise that every single person needs to push their chair in – Jasmine
I recognise that everyone should be at school on time – Jayden
I recognise that it is important to be nice to people – Annie
I recognise that every student needs to be a safe, respectful learner – N.J.
I recognise that it is important to follow teachers’ instructions – Sylvana
I recognise all our teachers teach us what to do – Maoputasi
I recognise that we should use the Handy Hand – Saili
I recognise that kids can improve when they try new things – Kaylyn
I recognise that everyone in the whole school should work hard – Maddison
I recognise that friends are important – Jada
I recognise that it is important to have assemblies to see who wins awards – Bella
I recognise that it is important to let people join in games – Ryan
I recognise that it is important to do your best writing – Rhyley
I recognise that it is fair for people to accept the consequences when they do the wrong thing – Katie
I recognise how wonderfully brilliant, fantastic, clever, smart, gorgeous, intelligent, funny, beautiful and kind ALL the 2/3V students are! – Mrs Van Vliet